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Del. Carter's gay marriage tantrum
It is difficult to know what to say about Del. Jill Carter's decision to walk out on a committee vote for the Civil
Marriage Protection Act, otherwise known as Maryland's gay marriage bill. The primary difficulty is that saying
anything at all simply gives Ms. Carter more attention, and that is just what she evidently craves. To condemn
her action runs the perverse risk of encouraging her bad behavior.

But what she did brings disrepute not just on herself but on the entire effort to enact this legislation.

Ms. Carter left the House Judiciary Committee's voting session today and demanded that legislative leaders
fast-track two other causes, an effort to restore education funding and a divorce-custody bill she is sponsoring,
before she would return to cast what would be the decisive vote in bringing the marriage bill to the House floor.
That self-aggrandizing action shows a deluded sense of her importance that will do her no favors in her efforts
to support other causes or in her future campaigns for office.

But more damagingly, it reduces legislation about fundamental human rights -- legislation she co-sponsored --
to petty horse trading. What had been ennobling about the debate over this issue so far had been the sincerity
of arguments advanced on both sides, but Ms. Carter has chosen to put political expediency ahead of the
interests of thousands of Marylanders and her own avowed beliefs, and she is acting as if that is a virtue. She
cheapens the honest and difficult decisions her fellow legislators have made.

There is no question that legislative leaders should not and will not accede to her demands. They cannot
negotiate with a hostage-taker. Sadly, that could, indeed, give her the power to scuttle the bill. But she should
think very carefully before doing that. It may give her a fleeting moment of power, but it will do nothing to
advance the goals she articulated today and will instead relegate her forever to political infamy.
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I know what I would do if I were the Speaker. NO bill of hers would ever see the light of day .
Unfortunately, I have had past dealings with her on other subjects. She is all about herself and only herself.

It's a shame her constituents don't know what she is truly about.
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Just another low-life narcissistic Balto. politician!!!
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